Today’s Weather

catall

Possible %Winer% are in store
this morning, with little change
In temperature. High temperature will be 57 to 63 degrees, and
low will range from 31 to 44 liegrers. Yesterday’s temperature
range was 66 high to 42 degrees
low. Light %shuts are forecast.

Co-Rec Tonight

a

"Tenni Trot" hi the theme of
7:30tonight’s Co-Rec. held fr
9:45 pits. in PER and %VG. Musle
still be supplied by the Destinys,
u rock ’n roll band. A special
balloon at p will be held at 9
1).111. in WI:20. Admission Is free,
but Molted to ASB cardholders.
Tennis shoes ore preferred.
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Solve U.C. Dispute ASB Solons
To Consider
By Evolution Brown New Board
Bulletin
The Academie Senate at University of California, Berkeley,
last night voted $12 to 141 that
the University al id not restrict the contents of students’
speeches or advocacy in any way.
By RICHARD NI. 11 11tNIETT
Unitiil Press International
BE1tkl.t IV. (’alit. (UPI) Gov.
Edmund O. Brown said yesterday
he beliesed the tumultuous "free
speech" eontroversy at the University of California could be
solved "by evolution and not by
revolution."

Pierce
To Speak
"Unthinkable Thoughts on Automation and Population" will be
expressed by Jack Pierce, assistant
professor of anthropology, in Concert Hall today at 10:30 a.m.
Pierce will discuss "the necessity
for social change that the consequences of population growth and
automation impose."
He will review "two views of the
historical process t Marx and Toynbee) and how these views may be
applied to the dilemma confronting our society."
Pierce’s lecture will be sponsored by the College Lecture Committee, the Sociology and Anthropology Department and the ASB.
Pierce received a B.A. degree in
anthropology from the University
of Oregon in 1953. Also in 1953 he
did field work in the fields of archeology and ethnography on the
Aleutian Isla nt Is.

Camp Counselor
Sigmips Extended
The sterna, deadline tor Sparta camp counselor interviews has been
extended until Friday.
The application forms, which
may be obtained from the College
Union, must be completed and returned to the Union by the time
of the required Spartacarnp Committee interview.
Approximately 50 qualified SJS
students will be needed for this
year’s camp, according to Dan
Widen, who is in charge of counselor signups.
"We are looking for people who
think and who are concerned
about the various problems affecting our society." Dahlen particularly stressed.
Previous campus activities are
not a prerequisite for camp counselors, accord i n g to Eugenia
Archer, director of Spartacamp.

Blown discussed the two-month old dispute at his news eonference
In Sacramento several hours before the university’s powerful Academic Senate was scheduled to
meet in what may be the final
court of arbitration.
"This is the most unnecessary
quarrel I have ever seen in my
life," Brown said.
Brown, who last week ordered
police to arrest about 800 peisons
who staged an all-night sit-in at
the uni versi t y administration
building, said methods had been
set up to modify rules governing
student political activity on the
campus.
"I see no excuse for demonstrations whatsoever," lie stated.
"If there are any wrongs We ean
right them. But we don’t have to
do it in the next day or two. I
think we can solve these problems by evolution and not by
revolution."
Brown said rebel leader Mario
Savio had asked to see him last
week but the goveinor told him
he didn’t want to talk to him at
this time because "anything I did
would interfere with those trying
to bring order at the university."
He said he would be glad to see
Savio after he exhausted other
available remedies at the university.
Brown was asked about a statement last weekend by Assemblyman Don Mulford, (R-Berkeley),
that the demonstrations were
Communist inspired. The governor
replied: "I haven’t any ieport that
as governor I would give any dignity to. If I have any from the
FBI I would make them known."
As for Mulford’s demand reiterated at a news conference today --for an immediate legislative
investigation of the disorders.
Brown said, "I would hate to see
an investigation that would stir
it up again" after the problem
was sit et.

Student Collapses
At Mandel Speech
Donald Wayne Wilson, sophomore mathematics major, collapsed
from causes unknown at 4 p.m.
yesterday in S164 during a lecture
by William Mandel on "The Soviet
Union Today."
Wilson remained unconscious until the ambulance arrived about
4:30. Ile was taken to Los Gatos
Community Hospital.
The attending physician, Dr.
Stephen Condrey, of the College
Health Service, declined to make
any comment as to Wilson’s condition.
Wilson lives at 1610 Jacob Ave.
Mantle!, whose lee tu re was
abruptly ended by the incident,
said he would return next week at
the same time in S164 to continue
his presentation.

FRESHMAN CAMP

A new board to handle ASB interviews for most of its hoards and
committees will be proposed to
Student Council by Dan Auza and
Tina Newton, freshman representatives, this afternoon.
Their bill would replace the
ASB’s present interviewing system which is handled through various committees, council members, and the personnel officer and
secret: I)’.
exectil i
A new "ASH Personnel Interviewing Board" would be formed
that would be in charge of interviewing for most ASB positions,
according to the bill.
ASB posts that would be exempt from the new board are those
for which the ASB constitution
specifically has created interviewing machinery, such as council
iepresenta t ives.
Basic purpose behind the proposal is to consolidate all interviewing under one committee, according to its two proponents.
The proposed committee would
be a large one working in interviewing shifts throughout the semester.
In other expected council business today, Miss Katherine (J. J.)
Fraser, junior representative, and
Bill Clark, sophomme representative, will present their report on
the American Student Government
Association ( ASGA ) convention.
Last month council sent the two
delegates to participate in the
national ASB convention at the
University of Oklahoma.

IFC Ponders
Rush Changes

Seventh Street Rally

(al Leaders Panicked Solon

’The University of California
administiation, I think it Is now
evident, panicked when it got pressure from a certain political
group."
This statement by Assemblyman
William Stanton ID-San Jose) was
made yesterday at a rally on Seventh Street, held in support of the
"Free Speech Movement" (FSM)
at the University of California,
Berkeley.
Stanton was referring to the
claim that William Knowland, publisher of the Oakland Tribune,
caused the university administration to clack down on political
activity. It has been charged that
Knowland brought pressure to bear
because he objected to having his
newspaper picketed by civil rights
groups which were organized on
campus.

400 STUDENTS RALLY
Approximately 400 students gathered at noon to hear Stanton
and a host of other speakers give
their views on the FSM in particular and the free speech concept in general.
Stanton explained why he supported the FSM and said that he
was disturbed that so many people
In our society fear free spech.
"There is no one who has a
mortal lock on truth," he said.
The rally was opened by Dale
Spady, a member of the SJS Student Peace Union, who stated,
"This demonstration is no reflection on our administration because it has treated us fairly in
most cases."
FACULTY SPEAKERS
Members of the SJS faculty who
spoke to the tally included Dr.
Peter King, assistant professor of
history; Dr. Bruce Ogilvie, professor of psychology; David Eakins,
assistant professor of history, Dr.
Arthur Cody, assistant professor of
philosophy; Dr. Robert Zaslow, assistant professor of psychology and
Dr. Dwight Bentel, head of the
Journalism and Advertising Department.
Generally, the speakers were
sympathetic to the FSM. Many
who did not openly support the
FSM by name supported the

The present rush program of the
SJS social fraternities may be
eliminated tonight when the Interfraternity Council (WC) views a
new rush program being submitted
for approval for an eight man
Rush Revision Commitee headed
by Dave Remington, president of
Alpha Tau Omega.
The new program will be the result of an extensive poll taken
among actives and pledges of the
various fraternities.
According to Remington, the
poll indicates a general dissatisfaction with the present rush program among fraternity members.
The majority feel that the program is too strict, has an unrealistic budget and is conducted over
too short’a period.
Last week’s Spartan Grid Picks
The poll also indicates that girls
should be allowed to participate winner Larry Leedom, 2523 Lansin at least part of rush and that ford, San Jose, won a round-trip
the most important aspect of fra- ticket to Los Angeles via PSA for
ternity life which interests the
person corning through rush is the
social life and brotherhood a fraternity .11,1,1a,Ns

Final ’Picks’
Flight Winner
Announced

County YR Leader--Richard Reeb’s
Future Role?

BREAKTIMELast summer’s Freshman Campers at Asilomar, on
the Monterery Peninsula, take time out for lunch on the beach.
Inte,views for director of next summer’s camp are being conducted this afternoon, 3-5 p.m., in the College Union, 315 S.
Ninth St. Students can submit applications for the post through
2 p.m.. according to Bob Pitcher, personnel officer.

Richard Reeb, president of the
anSJS Young Republicans,
nounced his candidacy for the
chairmanship of the Santa Clara
Young Republicans at last night’s
campus YR meeting.
In announcing his candidacy,
Reeb, a senior journalism major
(torn San Jose, blasted lethargy
and factionalism, "the okl nemeses
of effective political action. They
have no place in our party," he
reiterated.
Reeb’s decision was unanimously
supported by the club members
present.
In other action, a review of last
weekend’s Republican state board
meeting in Montetey was given.

LARRY LEEDOM
... missed one
his near-perfect predictions. Leedom missed one game Detroit Baltimore.
Five runner-up winners in the
last Grid Picks for this season are
Phil Darnall, 400 So. 13th St.; Tim
Peck, 381 E. William St.; Bud
Timis, 435 So. Ninth St.; Wayne
Tobler, 51 Glen Eyrie St.; and
Warren Burger, 576 So. Fifth St.

Berkeley can grow tremendously if we, the
faculty at SJS, can guarantee the
opportunity for your voices to be
SUS FREEDOM
heard."
Dr. Ogilvie, commenting on the
Fie said he thought the Berkeley
local significance of the Berkeley administration had let itself get
demonstrations said "I think we into the position where it can’t
principles behind
demonst rations.

the

back down without losing face. The
solution, he thought, was to have
an expert in communication clarify
the real issues of conflict.
"Dr. Clark would never allow
this to happen on our campus,"
Dr. Ogilvie assorted.

’
FREE SPEECH was at issue yesterday on Seventh
Street while approximately 400 students listened
to Assemblyman William Stanton, six faculty

Photo by Paul Seq,,

3

members and several students speak at a rally
held in support of the Berkeley Free Speech
Movement.

Pisano To Propose Student Poll
On State College Health Plan
A special student "advisory poll"
among California’s 160,000 state
college students over the controversial trustee health plan will be
advocated by Bob Pisano, ASB
president, this weekend.
Pisano revealed yesterday he will
propose the poll this weekend to
CSCSPA, (California State College
Presidents’ Association) conference
at Long Beach State.
The student vote would be asked
on the Board of Trustee approved
Plan calling for student -financed
state college health service beginning next tall.
The CSCSPA president said he
has informally discussed the idea
of a student "poll" with his colleagues on the other 15 state college campuses.
Most of them, he said, are in
agreement with his proposal.
Any such poll must be conducted
soon, since the Legislature meets
next month, Pisano said.
He emphasized that the poll
would not be binding and would be
submitted to the Legislature only
as an indication of student sentiment.
The big question surrounding
any poll. Pisano explained, is the
necessity for well-informed student
opinion on the health issue.
"Can we sufficiently inform students about the complexities of
the issue in time for a poll? he
asked.
A great deal of objective presentation of different aspects of the
plan must be presented to students, he continued.
"Students have to understand all
the ramifications of the health
plan. I am not sure whether we
can do it in time."
Three main concerns were listed
by Pisano as the basis behind any
CSCSPA - sponsored student poll.
All three "concerns" will be discussed by the presidents this weekend, he noted.
Pisano’s first point concerns the
plan, endorsed by the Board of
’Trustees and Coordinating Council

on Higher Education, which states
that future costs of health service
buildings would be entirely paid by
students.
Second, "We have to consider to
what extent supplementary services should be made compulsory or
voluntary," he said.
Finally, he concluded, is the issue of whether or not students
"ought to assume the entire costs
of the basic health services."
Any student poll, he said, will

somehow have to encompass these
Issues and concepts.
Is the SJS chief executive for or
against the trustee-approved
health plan?
He declined specific comment,
stating that "my previous statements indicate how I feel."
Pisano also revealed that Dr.
Glenn S. Dumke, state college
chancellor, is planning to discuss
the health issue with the college
presidents at CSCSPA’s meeting.

World Wire
SOVIET PARLIAMENT MAY OVERHAUL BUDGET
MOSCOW (UPDDeputies arrived Tuesday for the first Supreme
Soviet parliament meeting since Nikita S. Khrushchev was deposed
Oct. 14. They were expected to overhaul Khrushchev’s budget and
economic nrogram and formally approve his ouster.
Khrushchey technically will be eligible to attend the meeting,
opening today, as he has not been stripped of his Supreme Soviet
seat But nobody could say whether the former premier and Communist party chief would make his first public appearance since
his fall.
A key item of debate will be on revamping the old Khrushchev proposed budget calling for expenditures of 100 billion rubles,
$110 billion at the officially pegged rate.
LAOS CHARGES NORTH VIET NAM AGGRESSION
UNITED NATIONS (UPI)-- Laos charged Communist North Viet
Nam with armed aggression of Laotian territory and appealed to
the United Nations to put an end to it yesterday.
Gen. Phourni Nosavan, vice president of the Laotian Council of
Ministers, put before the 115-nation General Assembly a white paper
signed by neutralist Premier Souvanna Phouma. It formally accused
North Viet Nam of breaking the Geneva agreements of 1954 and
1462 on Laos.
The Laotian delegation offered as proof of its accusations statements of Pathet Lao defectors, Peking Radio broadcasts on decoration of Ninth Vietnamese units fighting in Laos, letters found on
the bodies of soldiers, and evidence that captured soldiers were from
regular North Vietnamese army units.
JET BOMBER CRASH KILLS FOUR CREWMEN
NEWINGTON, N.H. WPDA B47 jet bomber crashed and
exploded on snow covered farm land yesterday shortly after taking
off from Pease Air Force Base. All four crewmen were killed.
The torn and flaming wreckage of the $1.8 million, six engine
plane landed a half mile from the nearest road, some two miles
from the air base, Rescue crews sliced their way through high snow
drifts, derse undergrowth and trees with a bulldozer to reach the
crash scene. The temperature was near zero.
Pease officials said the plane was on a bomber training mission.
It was asr!gned to the 351st Bomb Squadron of the 100th Bomb Wing
at the sprawling Strategic Air Command (SAC) base.

U.S., Cambodia Hold
Arbitration Meet

Wednesday, Dec. 9, 191
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Z)adt, Comment
Should SJS Play St. Nick
To Smaller State Colleges?
A health scheme for the 140.0110 state college students has
been approved unanimously by the Board of Trustees. This

new program will be submitted to the legislature next month.
If passed, it would go into effect next fall.
Basically, the plan would raise student fees for new basic
and supplementary services and for capital outlay.
"Capital outlay." Simply, the terms means all new buildings, equipment, and other facilities needed for the health
service expansion.
The trustees propose that students, all 160,000 of us, pay
for the construction and equipment of new health centers in
the state colleges.
This demand can, and should potentially become the most
expInsive issue of the entire health phui debate. Its effects have
not yet been fully comprehended by students of this college.
Bob Pisano, ASH president, has pointed out that SJS will
gain little or nothing from the use of SJS funds for capital
outlay.
SJS students will be paying a tremendous amount of
money, along with all other state collegians, to pay for new
health centers throughout the system. But SJS already has a
fine health center and is in no need of a new one. Yet Spartans
still will be assessed their share for the construction of new
buildings on other campuses.
Has the time come when students are so affluent they can
afford to play Santa Claus to their fellow students in Stanislaus,
Humboldt, and other small state colleges?
We cannot begin to calculate the various factors that would
be necessary to make an estimate of student cost for capital
outlay. Even the original proposal does not attempt a cost estimate.
Logic does tell us, however, that health centers are expensive and the cost of X-ray machines and other technological
necessities are considerable. The big question isshould SJS
be forced to pay for this health service improvement in other
colleges?
The state’s highest councils already have replied affirmatively to this question. The Master Plan and Co-Ordinating
Council on Higher Education have for some time supported
student financed "auxiliary services" not associated with educational purposes.
This policy is corning closer to the stage of reality, however, and appears certain of wide legislative support.
In the absence of public opinion, the entire health service
plan, including the capital outlay proposal, probably will be
passed by the legislature.
Spartan Daily therefore urges the California State College
Student President’s Association CSCSPA 1, meeting in Long
Beach this weekend, to strongly reaffirm support of its original
proposal calling for a joint state-student financed health program, including capital outlay.
The Chancellor, Master Plan, Co-Ordinating Council, trustees, and legislature are all subject to public opinion and 80
far public opinion has not made itself felt on this entire health
issue.
S.M.
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Thrust and Parry
’Return The Door
To Tower Hall’
Editor:
The red door of the Tower of
Hower Hall, traditional home of
Tau Delta Phi (men’s honorary
scholastic fraternity), is missing.
Herwig and Co. suggested that
the men of Tau Delta Phi might
know something about it. Frankly, we don’t.
For this reason, we would
like to extend congratulations to
the fellows or (more often the
case) ladies who relieved the
Tower of such an important fixture. True to Tower traditions,
they have succeeded in an ancient, wholesome, and admirable
feat of Tower conquest. But
something is missing which the
people under discussion will immediately realize. They cannot
revel in their adventure if they
have only "faked out" the employees of Herwig and Co., for
these men, intent as they are in
trying to destroy the only strong
building on campus, know nothing of local traditions. The adventure recently undertaken is
only complete if the foiled party
Is Tau Delta Phi, all of whose
members have a "minor" in
Tower Defense.
For this reason, we suggest
that the people who took the
Tower door return it (and the
attached bronze plaque) to 696
..South Fifth St. or to Box "T"
in the Student Union, and try
again when Tau Delta Phi once
again inhabits its bastion.
Richard Bailey
Tower IllistorianTDP
ASIR .A2534

Basic Rights Denied
At UC Campus?
Editor:
It has been interested to trace
the gradual change in the attitude of the press toward the re-
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cent demonstrations at the Unihigher learning dedicated to the
versity of California at Berkesearch for truth.
ley. Those who read the papers
Violet Hover
here noted, as I did, that initially
A9399
the whole incident was treated
as another student lark. As the
situation developed, it was
brushed off as the work of a radHOWARD TOURS
ORIGINAL SuMMER May TOUR 10
ical few. Soon the numbers involved belied this statement and
HAWAII
the term "full scale riot" was
bandied about. Now, the situa56 DAYS, only $549, plus $9 tax
Earn sip university credits while entoYinl
tion has been branded by a
the summer In beautiful HaW3i1 with the
know-nothing, do-nothing legisnationally popular Howard Tour the
program in which you "live in" and enjoy
lator as a "Communist-inspired
Hawaii, not lust see the Islands the
tour In which you personally participate
plot," no less. . . .
in Me very best or island living, not lust
heir about It. Includes let roundfdp from
I realize what foolishness it is
California, residence, and many dinners,
sightseeing, beach
:dies, shows. cru,ses,
to attempt to reason with the
activities, and cultural events. plus otter
sr mica.
majority; however, I am stubAPPLY
born. So, here again are the
principles which undergirded the
Mrs. Margaret Erickson
demonstrations at Cal. First of
360 E. Reed St.
all, come freedom of speech and
San Jose, California
freedom of congregation, includTele. 292-7303
ing freedom to solicit for the political organization of your
choice. These rights are guaranHOWARD TOURS
teed by the Bill of Rights of the
Federal Constitution. These
rights were abridged and the goitotegtgetr.S.Were
abridgement has been rectified
THE HUNT IS OVER
(recently). Secondly, comes freedom from being tried twice for
the same crime and being tried
under a law which was created
after the deeds, thus, the term
"ex post facto" law. This is the .‘
crucial point on which the situation at Cal rests as of this writing. This was the primary underlying motive for the "sit in" in
Sproul Hall- --the decision of the
administration to punish the
leaders of the FSM for "crimes"
committed before the rules
drawn up by the Board of Re- v‘
gents at their latest meeting. fs’
(The Regents’ meeting took
Finally Bagged a
place well after the Oct. 1 and
Schmurking Ludz at
2 incidents.) This is clearly unconstitutional.
345
it
These are basic, guaranteed coed
campus
living
from
which
rights
in-writing, human
$10 a week
are being denied the students at
Cal. It is the opinion of this
286-4220
297-2181
writer, therefore, that it is time
slate,
this
for students all over
indeed, this nation, to look carefully at this situation; that the
steps taken by the Cal students
and the faculty there be objectively studied; that those flaws,
which through possure they exposed in their hierarchy, be diligently sought out and remedied
in order that all other colleges
and universities may function as
they shouldas institutions of
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THE SAFE WAY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants
NoDoz keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe refresher found in coffee and
tea. Yet NoDoz is faster,
handier, more reliable. Absolutely not habit-forming.

Next time monotony makes
you feel drowsy while driving,
working or studying, do as
millions do ... perk up with
safe, effective NoDoz tablets.
Another fine product of Grove Laboratories.

NEW DELHI, India (UPI)
United States and Cambodian
officials held their first meeting
yesterday in talks designed to
settle differences arising from
South Vietnamese-Cambodian
border clashes in the war against
the Viet Cong.
The Cambodian government,
headed by Premier Prince Norodom Sihanouk, has charged that
U.S. and South Vietnamese aircraft have been bombing and
strafing Cambodian frontier villages. One Cambodian charge
said U.S. planes sprayed "poisonous powder."
The United States and South
Viet Nam repeatedly have accused the Cambodian govern
ment of harboring Communist
rebels along its 200-mile long
border with South Viet Nam.
In March of this year, Secretary of State Dean Rusk conceded that U.S. military advisers
participated in an air attack on
the Cambodian village of Chantrea. The incursion was blamed
on a map reading error and the
United States offered its regrets.

EL RANCHO TROPICAIR

294-2041
Alma and Almaden
"FAIL SAFE"
"BRIDGE ON THE
RIVER KWAI"

1968 Alum Rock Ave.

Why not join GEM now for a quick course
in year-round savings?
With GEM’s new college membership offer, anyone enrolled in
college or university may obtain GEM card for only 50c1 (GEM
I renewal.) GEM
Membership is usually $3 initial fee plus $1
has lower prices every single day in more than 50 departments. And
these savings are on top quality, name brand merchandise. Whether
you’re looking for clothing and accessories, food and beverages,
sporting goods. automotive accessories or gasoline ... you will save
on everything when you own GEM seed, Your GEM card will introduce you to prices that start
low . . . and stay low! So fill
out the application below and
41 -bring it in (plus your student
body card) and start shopping and saving at GEM today!
MIN
11441044 PEI
1717 N. lit St.

GEM

GEM SPECIAL STUDENT REGISTRATION APPLICATION
Mi
Address
Home

EX

Phone

School Phone
City
College or University._
Student I.D.
Signature

Spouse’s Signature

Approved

Spouse’s School/Employ

Cancel your "pressing engagements"!
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Never Wrinkle
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Creases are Permanent
Colors are Fast
Feature Finest Fabrics
Wear Longer and
Stay New Looking
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Fara Press

This December hairstyle is beautiful and stylish for all your holiday parties. It is guaranteed to
turn heads and collect compliments for you. Call for an appointment before vacation.

North Screen

"2,000 MANIACS"
"INCREDIBLE STRANGE
CREATURES"
"CORRIDORS OF BLOOD"
292-6778
396 South First
South Screen
"JOY HOUSE"
"STATION 6 SAHARA"
"HONEYMOON HOTEL"
"BLOOD ON THE ARROW"
STUDENT RATE

STUDIO

Brighten Your
Christmas Holidays
with
"TOUCHE"

TROUBLE WITH
YOUR BUDGET?

FARAH MANUFACTURING CO., INC. EL PASO, TEXAS
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SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
"Your Campus Bulletin Board J 206 - See Classified Section of Papaper - EXT. 2465

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
NEED 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES to re.
place 2 who are graduating. Quiet du pies near campus. 295.5195.
GRANT HALL CONTRACT. Must sell.
Getting married. Discount. 298.1137.
TWO spring Killion Hall Appr. Apt.
Cont. $200. Pool. 298-0514.
NEW SPACIOUS APARTMENTS
Furn., featuring fireplace, two baths
large closets, roof garden, sun deck
party room. Close in. Now taking reservations. 215 So. 12th. 295-4591,
MEN’S APPR. apt. contract. $50 discount. 529 So. 10th, No. 5.
CONTRACT FOR SALE. Discount, Spring
Gordon Hall. 470 5. 11th. 286-6143.
APT. FOR RENT - 375 E. William St.,
No. 5. $90 a month.
APPROVED WOMEN’S housing con.
tracts for spring semester. Now on sale
at $190 each. Phone 297.8877 for further
information.
460 SO. 6th - 3 an. turn. apt. $90
Adults, Avail, Dec. 20th. 292-2250.
MARRIED COUPLE for unfurn. 1 bdrm
apt. 5 min. from SJS. Carpets. drapes
elec. kit., laundry rm. $85 mo. Call 295.
4821 after 4.
CRESTWOOD MANOR contract for
sale. Discount. 292.8302.
JUNIPER HALL contract for sale. big
discount. 286-6667.
2 WOMEN’S appr. contracts - spring
Spacious apt. Discount. Crestwood Man.
or. 299.4427.
SHARE DUPLEX near SJS with teacher.
Business or retired lady. $45 per mo
292-5062.
IVY HALL contract for sale. 279 E. 5 ,
Fernando. 293.9814. Wendy Wood.
MARRIED COUPLES - $75. I bdrm..
furn, or unfurn., pool, patio. bbg., laundry facil., storage space, covered perk.
ins, wtr. & garb. pd. Modern bldg.,
nicely landscaped. Most tenants young
People. 378-2280.
APTS. w/pool. FM $89, Furn.-unfurn.
1744 Sentra. 297-1985, 295-8514.
GIRL needed to share unappr, apt. with
2 others. $40. 298-3179.
LARGE 4 bdrm. house, unfurn. 642 So.
10th, Call Al, 2-4247 for info.
I BORM. apt. turn., No. 69. Close to
school. Call Al, 2-4247 for info.
SPRING CONTRACT for sale. 354 So.
10th St. Sm. house. $370. 2935591.

ANNOUNCEMENTS (1 I
WORLD’S WILDEST R & R band: The
$60. S’ ’r 293-9456,

AUTOMOTIVE 121
’60 CUSHMAN EAGLE - $200 or offer
with accessolies. 379.2382. Call eves.
’64 VW - Sea Blue. Sun roof. $1625.
264.7266.
’61 CORVAIR 700 DIX - R/H, good
244.7233 after 5:30.
tire-i. X L.,
cond. Rack, wind.
’-’63 HONDA 50.
shied
i.iles. $225. 264-5986.
-MONZA SP’I’DER - ’63 Cone. stk., rib,
nt. $1750. 298-0427.
w.w. t’ , ,
-EXCEt LENT transportation on r. ’50
Needs paint. First party.
$60. 29
’63 HONDA 250 scrambler. Excellent
cond. Chrome. Must sell! $550. Gary
Fitschen, 295.9993.
-HONDA 64, 50 cc. Cl 10only. 9 mos
d. White. Excel. $235. 264-3676.
T-B1RD, ’57 w/porthole. r, h, ww. 3 spd.
trans., excel. cond. $2350, Call 379-2461.
’59 MGA, blk. w/grn. int. lmmac. Engine
overh.d. By orig. owner who must sac.
Best offer. 354-4642.
FOR SALE 131
WEDDING INVITATIONS. 300 for $29.
Wedding Press, 295.0946.
HAVE JAZZ LP’S. Will sell. 2955609.
DOUBLE BED, $15: Bike, $20 - good
shape. Racing skates, a. 9, $9. Tape
recorder. new, $15. 298.1858.
STR, BANJO, John Grey; similar to
Vega. 5190. 292-8231.
BSR RECORD CHANGER, 30 watt. amp.
NEW 40 piece glassware sot, $8. 2867912, after 5:30 p.m.
BACTERIA MICRO 960 x’soslide controls
-Bacsch & Lamb. Al. 3-2643.
6’9" HEAD SKIIS, marker toes & cables
used 11/2 -,eastn, - $75. Henke buckle
boots, 81/,,M, like new - $50. Ph. 2948986.
TWO IS" chrome reversed rims for
Ford Merc. $10 ea. Wayne at 294-3837.

HELP WANTED

I

HASHER WANTED at "the Mecca."
292.2635. 132 So. 13th St.
EXTRA CASH - Male wanted, over 21
to phone prospective members of our
lodge. Evenings 6 to 9 from our office.
Salary. Call 298-1262.
NEED BOY to work for meals. 295-2770.
GIRLS
PLEASANT p,:1 time work .n our phone
order desk rialary + bonus. Call 2940718. 9 to 10 a.m. or 5 to 6 p.m.

LOST AND FOUND 16.1
FOUND: tick Umbre’la.
PERSONALS 17)
BIG BROTHER is watching you, turn ill
your Tower List rating cards before Dec.
16th, T.D.P.

SERVICES 18)

HOUSING (5)

I.

"THE MECCA" - Men’s Approved
Housing. Clean large rooms. Excellent
food. Close to SJS. 292-2635.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS for rent.
One & Two bedroom. 523 East Reed St.
NEW GLAZENWOOD HOTEL
Rates from $3.50 per night. $16.50 per
week. Community kitchen & dining area.
Color T.V. in lobby. Free hair dryer.
Electric blankets. All outside rooms with
radio. Ground floor rooms. 189 S. 3rd
Si. 293-9929.
$10 MONTH - Rms. 1/2 blk. SJS, piped
heat. Utils. pd. Kitchen. 292.1327.
ANN DARLING APARTMENTS
$85 & up. 1-2 bdrrns., fury. & unfurn.
Washing fac. 6 heated pools. Near shopping center. Wtr/glgq. pd. 33rd & Marburg Way. 298.0654,
JULIAN GLEN APARTMENTS
I & 2 BDRMS., (urn, & unfurn. $100 up.
7 heated pools, ww opts. & drapes. Prin.
patios, wash./rnach., wtr/obo pd. In.
guiries welcomed. E. Julian, N. 26th St.
294 5233.
2 WOMEN’S appr. apt. Killion Hall.
Spring semester. $200 ea. 298-3603.
APT. HS, MGRS. Married couple. $60
Rental Credit. An 4.4224, As 6-1822.
CONTRACT for sale. Spring. Catholic
Women’s Center, Kathy Wist. 294-4622.
NEED 4 OR 5 MEN OR WOMEN to
rent 3 bdrm., 2 bath, furn. house with
bitch. util. pd. $135. 295-2794.
NEED ONE GIRL to share house with
others. Call 297.5721.

To buy, sell, rent, or
announce anything,
just fill Out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San Jose 14,
Calif.
CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION:

n1ai.t

.ta. 295 9447

AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet
Bailey, 286-5386, 449 W. San Carlos.
TYPING - All kinds, reasonable. Pickup and deliver. 294.3772, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
TYPING, all kinds. IBM Electric. Work
guaranteed. Jo Vine. 378-8577.
TYPING - Term paper, thesis, etc. Pica
Electric, 243-6313.
EXCELLENT TYPING in my home. 252.
5793.
EXCELLENT TYPING - All errors corrected. Reasonable. 286-5944.
EXPERT TYPING - My home. Reports
term papers, etc. 258.9424.
TRANSPORTATION 19/
LEAVING for Phoenix -Tucson Dec. 18
Riders wanted. 292.7491.
NEED RIDE LA/La Habra. Will pay.
X-mas. 293-9793 aft. 3:30. Nancy.
NEED RIDE to SEATTLE Vicinity for
Christmas vacation. 295-2171.
NEED RIDERS to western Washington.
Leave Dec. 17 or 18. 298-2963.
RIDERS - Vancouver, B.C. Leave Dec
16th. 10 p.m. Ring John. 294-2967.

To Oleo an ad:
Call at Classified Adv.
J206, M-W F 9:30.11:30 5 12:30-3:30

T-Th 11:00-3:30
Sond In handy order blank
- Enclosed cosh or chock
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two linos Ono time Three times IFIre limos
One time 50e a Dna 25e a lino 120e a lino
2 lines

$1.00

$1.50

Applieations .tre now available
in the Dean of Students Office.
ADM269, for the Foreign Affairs
Scholarship Program, administered
by Howard University, Washington, D.C., according to Donald
Ryan, assistant to the dean of
student is.
Forty-five students who have
completed their junior year by
June, 1965, will be selected to enter the program. Applications
should be received at Howard University not later than Jan. 1. 1965.
Students selected for the program will have an opportunity to
MVO as paid interns during summer, 1965, in the State Department, the Agency for International Development, and the United
States Information Agency. The
salary for interns will be based on
the annual tale of 64,460.
During the course of the senior
year, according to Ryan, appmximately ’25 of the participants will
be awarded fellowships in amounts
up to $4,000 for a year’s graduate
study in an institution having a
program of graduate studies.
The purpose of the program, said
Ryan, is to provide opportunities
for the training and development
of talented Negro students and
other minorities who are interested in careers in foreign affairs
fields in government.

SAM Schedules
KGO-TV Tour
Society for the Advancement id
Management (SAM), will trail
KGO-TV (channel 71 studios in
San Francisco, today.
David Sacks, ABC executive vice
president, will be on hand to meet
the group.
SAM is also scheduled to view
the live showing of the Tennessee
Ernie Ford show.
Transportation to and from San
Francisco is being provided by
KGO-TV.

Artist’s Life
Portrayed in Film
-Thr,-fttrm,w

rtt s’trrru men t a ry (’C-

(’real Inc the work, life and times
of Michelangelo, is the Classic Film
presentation today in TI155 at 3:30
and 7 p.m.
Admission is free to students and
faculty members.
"The script uses a tight story
continuity, thumbnail art cr)tiques,
and a telling musical score," said
Rollin E. Buckman, audio-visual
service center coordinator.
A second feature, "Van Meegeren’s Faked Vermeers," is a detective story telling how the artist
proved he had faked the vermeers.
The Spartan Programs Committee sponsors the Classic Film
series.

Kaleidoscope
Books
NEWLY OPENED
many

ilNailable such as: The In sos.
(;iwertintent. The ( intuit! of Igitorniii.e. Moodily
Review awl Freeiltimowys.
Also mans paperbacks oil art,
humor. St.11.11(1.folk
111111111, 1.1)111’ and others.

r$2.00

3 lines

1.50

2.25

3.00

4 lines

2.00

3.00

4.00

919 N. 13th Street

5 lines

2.50

3.75

5.00

292-9191

.50

.75

1.00

Print your ad ham:
(Count 33 Letters and Spiess for Each Line)

0 Announcements (1)
ID Automotive (2)
0 For Sale (3)
0 Help Wanted (4)
n Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
0 Personals (7)
0 Services (8)
0 Transportation (9)

o

Run Ad
Starting Oats

Interviews Start
For Greek Week
Committee Posts

-’

(Jlo. of days) Enclose

J n Lewis

Fry’s ’Burning’ Returns
SHE’S NOT FOR BURNING-Marian Stave stars as Jennet Jourdemayne in the Drama Department’s production of Christopher
Fry’s "The Lady’s Not For Burning." Playing Thomas Mendip,
the male lead, is Kurt Smith. Directed by Miss Elizabeth Loeffler,
professor of drama, the play opened over the weekend and will
be repeated tonight through Saturday night, at 8:15 in the College Theater. Tickets are available at the College Theater Box
Office. General admission is $1.50; student price, 75 cents. The
play will return to the stage in early February as the SJS offering
for the Northwest Drama Conference to be held here.

Study on U.S. Fraternities
Compares Campus Policies
Fewer than 20 per tent of American colleges and universities with
social fraternities on campus have
"urged or required" elimination of
discriminatory fraternity practices,
according to a current issue of
"Rights," published by the AntiDefamation League of B’nai B’rith.
The publication summarizes a
study of university policy on fraternity diserimination made by the
on Human
Illinois
Education, with
Rights in 1
the 1.01111eril liii of the Anti -Defamation League.
LITTLE EFFECT
Elimination by the fraternities
themselves of restrictive clauses
from their by-laws has had little
&Teel on membership practices,
the study reveals.
It isiints out that although there
remain today only two out of 61
national fraternities that retain restrictive clauses in their constitutions, this has "failed to produce
significant racial and religious integration" in their membership.
COLLEGES POLLED
The Illinois study polled the 365
colleges and universities throughout the country that have fraternities or sororities on campus. Of
these, 252, or 69 per cent, replied.
Although most schools acknowl..,,I their educational responsi.
-in every phase of student
the commitments to formal policies against fraternity discrimination differed markedly.
VARIED POSITIONS
Positions varied from officially
Itlawing restrictive clauses and
p.actices-- to working toward that
mil through "education and evolu; ion" rather than by "fiat or coer"ion."
Only 130, or 51.6 per cent, of the
responding institutions had policies
lel firming non - discrimination in
!fraternities. Of these, only 71 went
’ beyond the question of discriminatory clauses in fraternity by-laws
;aid "urged or required the elimination of discrimination prgel ices."
COMMITTEE OBJECTIVE
The Illinois COMMillee 1)11 Ullman Rights in Higher Education,
founded in 1951, and composed of
educators In that state’s colleges
and universities, was organized to

C
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Tire Rotation 35c per wheel
Phone__

14111i’llN 111’111

The SJS Alumni Association is
seeking pledges and donations to
its annual fund drive, the Fund
for Excellence in Education.
FEE I, before the drive’s first
phase terminates im Dec. IN.
With the $30,001.1 yet to be realized Ettr this opening phase, FEE
workers are pieparing for a final
appeal to SJS’ 30,000 alumni.
The elojeci ive
la in-

Battery Charge

Save on Oil Filters!
Brake

Fully Guaranteed Recaps $7.48

Adjustment 9k
14y

help eliminate racial and religious
discrimination in every phase of
university life.
Spokesmen for the Committee
make clear that it is not interested
In either defending or attacking
the social fraternity system, but in
st imulat ing "reflect ive, cooperative, modernization of inter-group
relationships on American campuses."

3

Black
Erchang

PURITAN OIL CO., 6th & Keyes

Men’s P.E. Dept.
. Plans Appointments
III the
Men’s Physical Education 17epartment are to report to their advisers during the week of Dec.
14-18, according to a department
spokesman. Advising for the
spring semester will be completed
during this period.
Appointments should be made
by signing up on schedules appearing on each adviser’s office door,
the spokesman said.

1.
Spat -Ian
111;11curately reporied Mil the Republican campaign in
"Choice"
was to have been presented last
night.
Spartan Daily apologises for any
inconvenience this error may have
caused to members of the Young
Republicans or to the student
body,
The movie, to be sponsored by
the Young Republicans, will be
shown next Tuesday at 8 1).111. In
Concert !fall.

Guitar Lessons
Folk Music
Largest selection of
guilaro its town
84 E. San Fernando
298.5404

SILVA SERVICE
/A ‘-.,0

4

286 So. It St.

Sportswear
Evening wear

Daytime fashions
All at popular
college prices
Free Gift Wrapping

Exciting! New! Deluxe!

Kennedy Hall
Women’s Approved Apartments
4 Girl

Units

555 S. 10th St.

2 Bedrooms

2 Baths

Pools Sundeck Lobby Elevator
Large Social Room
Available Spring Semester

PHONE 297-8877
PAFZ-TAIN.1

RENTAL_
SERVICE

National Society and are Intant.t.d
by Kappa Delta Phi, national busi

Daily Apologizes
For Date Error

CASH STAMPS

Featuring:

All majois and 111111,,rti

Carolyn Finn, a graduate of SI
(B.S. degree in occupational theiapy1 has .been awarded a scholai
ship to help her complete her occii
national therapy training, the N. Ronal Society for Crippled Children and Adults (The Easter Seal
Snidely I has announced.
tit..
Scholarships are award,,I
tress w o iss en’s sorority. These
awards are given to students and
graduates in the final stage ot
their therapy training and are or
have been enrolled in a school approved by the Council on Medical
Education and hospitals of the
American Medical Association,
Miss Finn is currently at Mount
Zion Hospi t a I, San Francisco,
where she is taking advanced practical supenisory clinical training
in occupational therapy. She is one
of eight recipients of scholarship
awards designed to help meet the
shortage of trained physical and
occupational therapists needed in
the rehabilitation, care and treatment of crippled children and
handirappeci adult S.

crease the college’s lie, .11.1111, I
cellence buy bringing in additional
funds for scholarships, research
grants and other college enrich meld programs, aceiiriling II) (Ill
Alumni Association official.
Gerard Kettmann, national pies-,
klent of the SJS Alumni Assoeiiition, stated, "The state supports
the college, but only by providing
adequate facilities amt piograms.
We want to help provide the extras that will mean excellence for .1
San Jose State."
1
Pledges and contributions tars
Ito sent to FEE, Alumni ASSOCia- I
lion. SJS.

Arestintments for interviews for
She Greek Week Planning Committee may be made tomorrow and
Friday in the College Union, according to Norm Wilson, Greek
Week committee chairman.
"Five to seven members are
needed to serve on the committee,"
said Wilson.
Greek Week will be held the last
week of April, 1965. "The purpose
of Greek Week is to bring a better
understanding of the Greek system between the college and the
community," said Wilson.
Interviews will be held Monday and Tuesday from 2:30 to
5 p.m. in B13.
- -

Easter Seal Award
To Therapy Grad

Moyer Bros. Music

$10 REWARD IF WE MISS
A FACTORY INSTALLED GREASE FITTING

IldrlfaSS

;

Alumni Association Opens
Annual SJS Fund Drive

EXPERT
LUBRICATION
REWARD!
Tire Repairs

Name.

hooks and

perioilivale not g e iii’ralls

Kaleidoscope Boob

Add this
amount for
each additional lino

\Vitillie,,Ity, nee. fl, 1

’Internships Open
In Foreign Affairs
Student Program

414 E. WILLIAM AT 9th, SAN JOSE, CALIF.

297-887/

See our classified ad this issue for other available units
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PAID RELIGIOUS ADVERTIc

Abandoned by God

M_BItil1 [1B WElitgfUliNnw,t1l

Many Americans, who are well-educated, sophisticated. and materially rich, consider themselves to be much more "modern," "advanced" and "civilized" when compared to the heathen of darkest
Africa of the jungle tribesman of the Amazon. However, the New
Testament uses the word "gentile" (meaning "pagan" or "heathen")
to refer to all non-Jews who do not have a personal relationship with
Jesus Christ, regardless of their education, sophistication, and material circumstances. "... the Scripture has concluded all under sin
that this promise by faith of Jesus Christ might be given to them that
believe." (Galatians 3:22).
The alert reader will soon ascertain that the stinging and penetrating language of Romans, Chapter 1, is as relevant to affluent
Americans today as it is applied to those who inhabit the underdeveloped countries of the world:
"God shows His anger from heaven against all sinful, evil men
who push away the truth. For the truth about God is known to them
by instinct; God has put this knowledge in their hearts. Since earliest
times men have seen the earth and sky and all that God has made
and have known of His existence and great eternal power. So they
have no excuse for saying they don’t know whether or not there is A
God. Yes, they knew about Him all right, but they wouldn’t admit it
or worship Him or even thank Him for His daily care. And after a
while they began to think up silly ideas of what God was like and
what He wanted them to do. The result was that their foolish minds
became dark and confused. Claiming themselves to be wise without
God, they became utter fools instead....
"And so God let them go ahead into every sort of sex sin, and
do whatever they wanted to do; yes vile and sinful things with each
others’ bodies. Instead of believing what they knew was the truth
about God. they deliberately chose to believe lies.... So it we’.
that when they gave God up and would not acknowledge Him. God
gave them up to doing everything their evil minds could think of.
Their lives became full of every kind of wickedness and sin, of greed
and hate, envy, murder, fighting, lying, bitterness, and gossip. Thwy
were backbiters, haters of God, insolent, proud beggars, always think
inq of new ways of sinning and continually disobedient to parents.
They tried to misunderstand, broke their promises, and were heart
less-without pity. They were fully aware of God’s death penalty for
these crimes, yet they went right ahead and did them anyway, and
encouraged others to do them, too." (Romans 1:18.32 Living Letters).
Do you find yourself included anywhere in this description of the
human race? If so, you can be restored to a proper relationship to
God through a personal commitment lo Jesus Christ. Make your
yo
dec.,, hfo, for the Lord Jesus today and discover His living reality in
decision

Contemporary Christians on Campus
Box 11791 Palo Alto
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WHEEL ALIGNMENT
AND BALANCE

tiovie

I

78 SO. 4TH ST.

Women’s Faculty
To Sponsor Tea

"T.

The Women’s Faculty Club
ash hold a coffee hour today
from 9:30 to 11 in Room A of
Spartan Cafeteria.
Hostesses will he Miss Maude
Ashe, Dr. June McCann, and
Mrs. Sarah Wilson.

L. Open Tonite ’Til 9
QBOOK
v STORE

GNIWZA TEJON

111

PALM GARDENS

BENNER MUSIC

No jazz...
-7
_

Just a friendly atmosphere
and goad drinks!

- Photo by Jon Lewis
SWINGATHONThe Sigma Nu’s, out to break their record of
swinging 100 hours set two years ago, are sponsoring the Swingathon with Kappa Alpha Theta to collect toys for tots. From left
to right are Bea Walker, Russ Hayes, Annelee Price and Al
Avecilla.

IN THE HEART OF CHINATOWN

SAN JOSE
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3foeveri ty /tie Marie
(THE Campus Florist)
295-4321
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HAVE YOU HEARD ? ? ?
DANCING LIVE
MUSIC
THURSDAY THRU SUNDAY ! ! !

T

S PA RIA M HJJ
WALKING DISTANCE FROM THE COLLEGE
HAPPY HOUR DAILY 4 P.M. TO 7 P.M.
BEER 20c A MUG SI A PITCHER
FULL LINE OF SANDWICHES
STILL 203/4, OFF TO S.J.S. STUDENTS
ON ALL FOOD
COMPLETE ITALIAN DINNERS
417
r* SO. FIRST STREET
PHONE 294-1454
1-Nst-Ntro

vms v.
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By JANE HOYT
Society Editor
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Only 15 shopping days left until Christmas. Its a mad whirlStandard Porteble Electric
wind for some, but for others the dance of gifts is no problem.
As lit-tle at 20e per day
Top on the gift list for newly engaged coeds will be linens, silverware and dishes.
Modern Office
PINNINGS
Ann Zombru, senior sociology and anthropology major from
Machine Company
La Canada, Calif. to Ban C’bem, Stanford graduate now attending
293-5283
124 E. San Fernndo
the Dental School at the University of California.
(Nord door to Cal Seek Store)
Judy Davis, Alpha Chi Omega, junior sociology major from
Sherman Oaks to Bob Vincent,
Alpha Tau Omega, senior business and industrial management
major from Ceres.
Noreen Deruette, Sigma Kappa, junior psychology major from
San Francisco to Wayne Paste,
Sigma Chi, graduate of Stanford
in industrial engineering.
ENGAGEMENTS
Nancy Gregory, Chi Omega,
sophomore social science major
from Palo Alto to Michael God1884 W. San Corks
CY 7-7417
dard, senior business major from
Palo Alto. They plan an August
..400000CCe.40wedding.
Georgene Reuben, Chi Omega,
sophomore nursing major from
Sacramento to Bill McGinnis,
CIVIL ENGINEERING
June graduate in sociology and
psychology from Sacramento
CITY PLANNING
State, now employed as a buyer
at Hale’s. They have set a June
SANITATION
wedding date.
Candy Kurz, junior nursing
If you majored in one of these areas, we’d like to talk
major from La Habre, Calif., to
Jim Ketwy, graduate of Coloto
YOU about opportunities with the City of San Jose.
rado State, now a first lieutenant in the Marines, Dec. 19 is
Our representative will be on campus WEDNESDAY,
the wedding date.
DECEMBER 16, 1964. For appointment, contact your
Jerry Burnside, Kappa Alpha
Theta, senior secretarial major
Placement Office.
from Hillsborough to Bruce Penman, Alpha Tau Omega, senior
business management major
An Equal Opportunity Employer
from Sherman Oaks. They will
be married June 26,
Doris Wilson, senior elementary education major from Santa
Clara to John Ciarenback, senior meteorology major from Eureka. They plan to be married
next December.
,4W/7",/,
"//i)//f,
Jacqui Bennett, resident assistant at Killion Hall, senior
RI’N, S
DIAMOND
social welfare major from San
Carlos to John Gay, senior
pharmacy major at Washington
State University, Aug. 21 is the
wedding data,
Karen Christiansen, Theta Sigma Phi, senior journalism and
social science major from San
Carlos to James Horne, senior
journalism and political science
major at Stanford.
Lynn Kernteld, president of
Alpha Epsilon Phi, junior sociology major from San Francisco to
Iry Schwartz, Sigma Alpha Mu,
senior civil engineering major
from San Francisco.

(;tiit ars-Ban jos-Lessons
RENT TO LEARN

No swim,

8th & Santa Clara

TYPEWRITERS

FOLK

No twist,

250 JACKSON

RENT

The Match Box --41

%O.

SILVA SERVICE

Y; 1X2f1fininil

McPHETRES
COPE &

SKI
HEADQUARTERS
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Ladies, ladies in the hall,
Who’s the smartest of them all?
Thir question was answered Monday night at the DZ scholarship dinner. Scholarship Chairman Carol Bridges announced the
scholareWp trophy was won byyes, you guessed it- Car ol Bridges,
with a 3.8.
Last Friday night the DZ’s were surprised to find their dinner
pot empty. The officers and hashers had run off, taking the food
with thr!rn. The girls were left to fend for themselves in the
kitchen--and do the dishes!
SIGMA ALPHA MU
Turn about’s fair play! When the Sammy pledges found all
hut two actives breakfasting, they awoke the unlucky twosome
for a sneak. They transported the men in their bathrobes to the
other sidr.. of San Jose. They were allowed to walk home before
the actives retaliated on the pledges. The pledges were then taken
that afternoon to the top of a nearby mountain and allowed to
walk home. Oh, yes, they were given their bathrobes for the long
walk home.
This wasn’t the only R.F. to be pulled recently. On returning
from the fall pledge dance, the actives found all their bedding
was missing. To retaliate, the actives voted to "total out" the
pledge room. They piled all the bedding as well as clothes in the
closets and in drawers on the floor. The beds and furniture were
added to the pile.
The following day, the two active instigators, Ken Sanders and
Lennie Poon, were found winging their way to Hollister, courtesy
of the pledge class.
After getting off the plane, the two actives were each given
a dime and watched as the plane flew away, never to be seen again.
They hitchhiked home, but it took five rides to do it!
Mark Versel heads the fraternity as its newly elected president. Supporting officers are Harold Kushins, vice president; Jim
Paterson, secretary; John Caplan, treasurer; and Rich Schoen,
Inter-fraternity Council representative.
GAMMA PHI BETA
Girls are seldom quiet, but the Gamma Phi Beta pledges were
an exception to the rule when they tip-toed from room to room
sneaking the sleeping actives at 5 a.m.
After boarding a bus, still wearing their PJ’s and curlers, the
captives and the wide-awake pledges traveled to San Francisco
International Airport for songs, doughnuts, and a little drill marching.
Gullible actives were tricked into believing they were destined to fly to distant cities, but a howeward bound bus rescued
them from such a fate.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Tonight at 5:30 the brothers will honor the Corporation board
and active alumni with a Christmas dinner at the fraternity house.
Frid-y night the ATO Christmas dance will be held at Pasatiempo Country Club in the Santa Cruz mountains.
Sunday is a busy day for ATO men.
The annual ATO-Chi Omega Christmas party will be held at
the Chi 0 house from 2 to 4:30
for 20 orphans. Santa Claus
(Brother Norm Wilson) will arFRIENDLY EFFICIENT
SERVICE
rive to give present to the orphans.
The ATO Parents Club will
SILVA SERVICE
sponsor a Christmas potluck din78 SO. 4TH ST.
ner for the alums and their
families Sunday.
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Vaughn’s

will

be

open Monday
sstt

... the serious shop for serious skiers. We know
skiing. We specialize in the best of everything you
need ... skis, poles, bindings, boots,
apparel...and in matching equipment to your individual style and
skill. Buying or renting, ask for our
advice ... and rely on ourexperience.
HEAD.

COPE & McPHETRES
Just North of Moonlit. Shopping Center
243.2111
2931 El Carnno Real
Open Niles Near Christmas

14\

thru Friday
from
9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
for your
Christmas shopping
convenience.
Remember our
year round 35%
discount on all
merchandise.

Twenty-six SJS student volunteers will he ) onored at a
6:30 dinner Thursday at Boys
City Boys’ Club for raising the
educational level of club members.
By the semester’s end, the
students participating in Boys
City’s "Operation-Lift-Up" will
have given over 600 hours of
volunteer time in assisting 60-70
boys with school work, remedial
reading and spelling.
David Markle, program director at Boys City, foresees a minimum of 70 volunteers assisting
in the program next semester
with the opening of the East side Branch of Boys City, 2200
Cunningham Ave., in January.
"Operation -Lift -Up" began
last spring and by the semester’s
end 14 SJS students were participating.
Markle believes the program
not only gives students valuable
experience in youth work but
also a good inner feeling by helping boys who need help.
"The program also improves
community-college relationships," Markle pointed out.
SJS faculty advisers for the
program are Dr. Dwight Shafer,
associate professor of secondary
education, and Dr. Esther Mack,
associate professor of elementary
education.
se1111101111111111EIMPEINIMMEINEP

RENT A

TYPEWRITER
Special
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USE OUR "RENT
TO OWN" PLAN

taivoreete_ya

125 So. Fourth
170
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CAMELIA

PRICES

FROM $100 TO $1000

..Xra

eweleri

"In the Village"
14460 BIG BASIN WAY, SARATOGA
867-3117
Starting Dec. 4,
we will be
open nights ’la
11:30 P.M every
day Si Sat.
Irons 9-6 P

(We are open
evenings by appointment)

We will be
closed on
Sundays excitpt
Sun . Dec 20;
between
us
visit
10 to 4 P

STEWARDESS INTERVIEW
Jet age stewardesses have an opportunity to travel, visit
fascinating cities, and meet interesting people. Salary
from $325 to $415 for hours flown between 70 and 85
hours per month. Excellent fringe benefits, adventure, and
excitement can be yours if you are from 20 to 26 years
old, personable, single, 5’ 2" to 5’ 9" with proportionate
weight. Train at our expense at our Chicago training
center. Positions now available for our 1965 classes.

Student Rates

3 mos.

VAUGHN’S
3.k

Boys City Honors
SJS Volunteers

South Second

AN I QUAI OPPORTUNITY I Slit 051 12

On Campus Interviews: Tuesday, December 15
For appointment contact the Student
Placement Of lice

UNITED
AIR LINES

a

San Jose Gymnastic Tournament
Features U.S. and World Champs
By ART SIM BtBli
The San Jose Invitational, featuring the best gymnastics in
Nortlern California, will be held
in thf.Spartan Gym Friday at 7:30
p.m.
Spartans expected to place in
the fneet are Rich Chew, Jeff
Milman, and Tony Coppola.
Chew, who faced basically the
same.Competition at the Camellia
BowleSattuday, was eighth in the
paraltel bars, and sixth in the side
horse;
Marian was fourth in the trampoline, but Coach Jennett expects
him to place higher Friday, as

Watch This
Space

Milman has improved steadily each
week.
The all-around exercise will be
the outstanding event on the
program. It features Ray Hadley. former Big Ten chiunplois
while attending the University
of Illinois, arid currently a graduate student at the University of
California in Berkeley. Hadley
has won both tournaments the
Spartans have entered this season.
The all-around consists of six
international events: floor exercise,
side horse, high bar, long horse,
parallel bars, and still rings. The
event is expected to be decided in
the preliminary session. Condenders in this event ,besides Hadley,
will be Rick Field, Lonnie Kapp,
Dan Millman, and Spartan Rich
Chew.
Hadley is also a contender in

for a
Hair-raising

7 BLENDS MAJOR
BRAND GAS

Announcement

SILVA SERVICE
78 SO. 4TH ST.

me.

.-

Win terland
Ski
Center
COMPLETELY REMODELED
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

SKI EQUIPMENT - RENTALS - REPAIRS
Meeting Place for Argo Ski Holidays and Dodge Ridge Buserame
Open every night ’til 9 pro.

TWX Machme with latest Snow
Reports from all Major Ski Resorts During Current Ski Season.

WINTERLAND SKI CENTER
440 S. WINCHESTER AVE.
SAN JOSE
ACROSS FROM WINCHESTER MYSTERY HOUSE
PHONE 244-0880

HARTEL MELLER, Manager

WHAT A

DEAL!

Do -If-Yourself

CAR WASH ... 25’
NEW! Do-it-yourself and use our materials!
Have a lot of trouble washing your car in the dorms or in the apartment
driveway? In fact, are you a little short of time . . . need the car Spark.
ling Clean right away? Come on down to Almaden Sparkling Car Wesh
. . . for 25c you can give your car a soapy wash and a rinse.
Another 25c Cleans Your Engine!
VACUUM CLEANERS AND CHAMOIS TOWELS ARE AVAILABLE
COME OUT TODAY AND GIVE IT A TRY! QUICK AND EASY.
:+11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111iilliniun1111111 Illuliumummile:

Almaden Sparkling

11::AR WASH i
1535 ALMADEN (Just opposite Hawaiian Gardens)
i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IF

W. C. LEAN JEWELERS 60

YEARS IN SAN JOSE
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United Radio & T.V. Supply Co.
WHOLESALE

the floor exercise, but two other
Individuals are also capable of
winning the event.
Dan Millman, of the University
of California, is capable of performing a "double back" in this
event. The third contend& is Larry Topping of Sticramento State
College.
Leading a strong Held In the
skis’ horse will be Rusty Mills,
1963-1064 NCAA champion, and
probably "the finest side hogse
performer in the world." liaidley
Is again expected to Om* in this
event. Rick Field and Rich (’hew
are the remaining contenders.
The trampoline is Dan Millman’s
specialty. Millman is the world’s
champion in this event, and consequently, will have little difficulty
obtaining first place. A close fight
is expected for second place, however, among Scott Garner, Ray
Anders, and Spartan Jeff Millman.
Ray Hadley, whose name appears in five events, is favored in
the parallel bars. Rich. Chew, Rick
Field, and Lonnie Kapp are the
contenders in this event.
kt4ek Plaid is the favorite In
the still rings.
Ebbeta is the
only other contender. No Spartans are entered In the event.
Dan Millman is one of the favor- I
ites in the long horse, but could be
upset by Larry Topping. Other
contenders are John Gardiner and,
Tom Bruce, a freshman at the!
University of California.
Several gymnasts are capable of
winning the horizontal bar. Hadley, who was also Big Ten charnpion in thi sevent, will face strong
competition from Paul Newman,
Rick Field, and Lonnie Kapp, winner of this event in the deaf Olympics.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

HUNGRY FOR
A GOOD
STEAK?
TRY OUR FAMOUS
SMALL RIB -EYE STEAK DINNER
ONLY 1.25
- thoto by Steve Starr
KEY GYMNASTSenior Rich Chew, mainstay of the Spartan
gymnastic team the past three years, performs on the parallel
bars. He’s one of three Spartans Coach Clair Jenne} hopes will
plape in the San Jose Invitational. The meet, featuring the best
gymnastic performers in Northern California, will be held at 7:30
p.m., Friday in the Spartan Gym.

A mandatory varsity football
meeting has been cullarl for Thursday afternoon in MG201 at 4 p.m.,
announced head coach Bob Titchenal.
Players will vete to select the
1964 outstanding and the most improved player.

OPEN 24 HOURS

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. SANTA CLARA

orts
Wednesday, Dec. 9, 1961

Varsity Gridders
Meeting Thursday

1425 W. San Carlos Street
CYpress 8-1 2 I 2

Monday -Thursday -Friday
Ti) 9 P.M.

Neff and Bond
Top Spartans Are You Kidding?
In Time Trials SJS Accepts
Joe Neff, track man of the week,
and Lester Bond, field man of the
week, highlighted the Spa r tan
track team’s first time trials of
the season Saturday.
Neff, whose 9:03.2 time in the
two mile bettered his previous best
by 17 seconds, defeated Tom Tuite
by .8 seconds.
"Bond’s leaps of 23-8 in the
broad jump and 47-6 in the hop,
step, and jump were outstanding,"
said coach Bud Winter, "because I
reduced the runways,"
The most improved performer,
according to Winter, was Jim Pope.
Pope, who also faced a reduced
runway in the broad jump, leaped
22-8.
The surprise of the day was discus thrower Charlie Hahn, Teammates John Thompkins and Bob
Akers are expected to be among
the national leaders this year, but
Hahn’s 168 ft. toss indicates he
won’t be far behind.
Sprinter Wayne Herman ran a
39.1 in the 325 yard dash. His time
is equivalent to a 49 flat in the
440 yard dash.
Sophomore Ken Shackleford ran
37.9 in the intermediate hurdles.
Bob Baugham led the javelin
throwers with a 201-3 toss.

DisTmet:Toms

ELECTRONIC l’ARTS

SPARTAN DAILY-5

o

esk_:t o

Reed’s
Ski Shop
Supplies
Everything -Except the
Snow

.sw--sworiir.wearr

Bowl Bid

Ii- Sugar Bowl game between
By GARY STROM
San Jose State has accepted o t.SU and Syracuse across town is
New Year’s Day bowl bid!
rather doubtful.
Yes, believe it or not, but it’s
not the varsity football team, ilToad Hall.
GOODNESS,
The boarding house, located ori
199 S. 14th St., voted Monda)
MR. SILVA, WHY
night to accept an invitation to
play in the Magnolia Bowl in New
SO MANY LITTLE
Orleans, La.
The Raiders will face either a
ADS TODAY?
dormitory or boarding house touch
football team from Xavier UniWe studnets like your big ads, but
versity.
all these little ones just clutter up
James Conklin, president of the
house, and Rich Menken, athletic
our paper. Students are smart, We
director, received a letter from the
know you have the best car service
Magnolia Bowl Selection Commitin town. So why not give us big
tee last week. The letter named
ads
that are fun to read?
Toad Hall over three other western college teams.
Thirteen of the 25 members in
SILVA SERVICE
the house have indicated they will
make the trip. A senior member
of the house will leave for New
78 SO. 4TH ST.
Orleans when Christmas vacation
begins, while the rest of the team
will t ravel there by car after
Christmas Day.
The Raiders racked up an unimpressive 4-4-2 record in the "B"
intramural football league, but improved it to 9-4-2 overall with wins
over Santa Clara University dormitory teams and other competition.
Menken claims the loss of key
players early in the season prevented Toad Hall from annexing
the "B" league title. When the
team was at full strength later in
the season, the Raiders were undefeated.
Whether or not this top New
Year’s Day attraction can outdraw

GREAT SKIS
FOR RENT
Rent Heads from us by the
day .. . and you’ll lad out
why so many skiers buy
them from us. Choice at
models to match your ski.
ing

HEAD
ler
REED’S

BOOTS
POLES

SKIS
SKI WEAR
BINDINGS

REED’S
SPORT SHOP

258-5305

*

3151

Alum Rock

RENTALS AND SALES

HYLAND INN IS PROUD
TO PRESENT
A Son Jose First

In Person

4

... the most

glistening gift of all ...
diamond bridal ensembles.
To enjoy for every Christmas Season to come.
Choose from a wide selection of matched ringt

CHICO HAMILTON
QUINTET
arld

bands.

JAZZ REVUE

7’crms

W.
L

AND THEIR FAMOUS

LVAN

eiveteri

JUNO

SINCE 1904
First and San Fernando Streets Downtown San Jose
All Parking Lot Tickets Validated-Open Thurs. Nights ’til 9

TUESDAY THRU SUNDAY
9 P.M. to 2 A.M.
Popular Prices

No Cover Charge

Future Bookings: Cal Tiader, Eddie Cann. & The
Advance Reservations Accepted Now
2720 ALUM ROCK AYE.

See our large selection of Christmas Cards and Greeting
Cards for all occasions . . . We also have a large selection
of records in Stereo & Monaural ... from BACH to the
BEATLES. All of these records are available at 12% student
discounts. Give quality records and Christmas cards from
our large selection.

SPARTAN MVSIC CO

3 Sounds

CL B.BoS6
SAN JOSE

436 E. WILLIAM ST.
(CORNER OF TENTH & WILLIAM)

*

Spartaguide

Job Interviews Dance Features ’Olympics’

--6-r

TOMit. I:

errot i’Lpe

IjOp

COMPLETE SELECTION
OF PIPES
We offer you. "Rs. Smoker" fhe
most complete assortment of pipes
tobaccocigarsclgaretieslightsos
accessorips for rspry tvp of
..n.oluar. Smoking is not a side,line
re.tia

Lit

.

it

per

47 North First Street
CY 7-0463

Electric: B.S. degrees in , "The Olympics," a rock ’n’ roll
elciii id, mechanical and indus-I singing group, will be featured Fritrial iogineering and mathematics day night at the All-College Stomp
for positions in manufacturing, disCounty Fairtribution and installation organiza- . at the Santa Clara
Bons minimum GPA of 2.42 R.. grounds.
quired: M.S. degrees in hu,irciss
The stomp, which is open to all
administration for position: in SJS students, will be held from
ricommunication equipment , ilist
9-1 p.m. The admission is $1.50 per
bution and installation
1 ,
lions- minimum GPA
manacement or 2.39 in fllurki.:
/..11,1)111/

1’011111,0

I

r

COMPLETE BRAKE
SERVICE

SILVA SERVICE
41, .

Occupational Therapy

therapy majors
\:
de urged to see their advisers
daring the lirst two weeks of De ’ember in order to work out their
’elm; semestoi. programs, aci iirding to department spokesmen.

student. Tickets will be sold at the
fairgrounds.
Appearing with "The Olmples’
will be the "Merced Blue Notes," i
band from Merced.
The dance is being sponsored by
the pledge class of Phi Sigma
Kappa fraternity.

TODAY:
Phratereg International, 6:30
p.m., pledges, 7:30 p.m., actives,
ED445.
Alpha Phi Omega (national Hervice fraternity 1, 7:30 p.m., ED331,
meeting.
Gamma Delia, 7 p.m., Lutheran
-

Program Seeks Student Director
Th,.
,,
.
is,1 Co -nee
Applivations for the position ,,1
4 .1 .11
.I.I1.1144,
and orstudent Weekend Co-Ree
urripfur next semester will be availalile
1 ii. ;,i111
r nem ay, lJee.
t ough
the College Union,
Viiither information may be ohApplications may be turned in to hilio.1 I rims Cary Ibienneman,
personnel director liob Pitcher.
116,011
\Veekend Crellee itirertor,
terviews will be held Jan. 4.
28(1-5013

Student Center,374 S. Thud St.
TOMORROW:
(u-Bee, 7:30 p.m. -9:95 p.m.,1 %IDA Basketball, 7 p.m., PERWG, admission by ASB card only. IM.
Tennis shoes must be worn.
American Institute of Industrial
Wit.% Badminton, 4:30 p.m., Engineers, 7:30 p.m., International
Restaurant, Story and King Roads,
PER101B.
Burt Swanson, SJS industrial enChess Club, 2:30 p.m. -4:30 p.m.,, gineering
graduate, will speak on
1117.
"The Industrial Engineer in GradFlying 20, 7:30 p.m., E323, film uate School."
of Reno Air Meet.
Phi Alpha Theta, 7:30 p.m., C11lilltillleSS meeting.
Occupational Therapy (’lab, 330
Industrial Technology Society,
p.m. 11301,
Rally Committee, 3:30 p.m., ED - 1:30 p.m., Food Machinery Corporation, 1105 Coleman Ave., tour.
10o, iTnecul meeting.
Bakal Club, 8 p.m., 231 E. San
Tau 19-11a PM, 7:30 p.m., 696 S. Fernando St., Apt. 12, open to the
Filth St., pins are here.
Newman Club, R p.m., Newman
Baptist Student Union, 7:30 p.m.,
Center, 79 S. Fifth St., general Memorial Chapel, licsAc anti hymn
meeting.
reviews.

HOW TO LOOK SHARP..THOUGH FLAT!
I.

RANINEAD WATILROBE
$ ONE

10

noLLAn
/ DOWN

(SAVE $41.00-0NE DOWN-$9.00

)
KR
MONTH

A timely
pre holiday
event,
made possible
through
the cooperation
of one of
our leading
manufacturers.
The suits
and sport coats
are in our
own natural
shoulder

HERE’S WHAT YOU GET

models. The

1 ALL WOOL SHARKSKIN SUIT

trousers are

1 BLAZER OR SPORT COAT

37.50

2 PAIR OF ALL WORSTED TROUSERS (22.50)

45.00

plain front
belt loop
models in
all worsted

TOTAL VALUE
SPECIAL PRICE

twist fabric.
Pegs, shorts,

OPEN A SUPER

G

ACCOUNT

reg.

67.50

150.00
109.00
YOU SAVE 41.00
12 MONTHS TO PAY

longs, 36.44.

ODIIN’S
VALLEY FAIR, SAN JOSE

SAN ANTONIO CENTER, MT. VIEW

5.

